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Summary

The dynamic behaviour of a natural circulation loop with two

parallel round duct channels has been studied. The test sections were

both electrically heated and the power distribution was uniform along

the 4300 mm heated length of the 20 mm dia. channels. The inter-

channel interference and the threshold of flow instability were obtained

by using a dynamically calibrated flowmeter in each channel. The pres-

sure was 50 bars and the sub-cooling 6 C. The main parameters varied,

were the flow restrictions in the one-phase and two-phase sections. The

instability data were correlated to the resistance coefficients due to

these restrictions.

Theoretical calculations for parallel channels in natural circula-

tion have been compared with the experimental results. For the condi-

tions determined by the above mentioned magnitudes, the steady-state

computations are in excellent agreement with experiment. The transients

are also nearly similar, except for the resonance frequency which for

the theoretical case is higher by an amount between 0.3 and 0.5 c.p. s.

ref, [13].

Printed and distributed in October 1965
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_1_. Introduction

New technical designs often demand that a number of phenomena

be studied carefully in order to get a certain assurance that the entire

system will behave as proposed in future operation. As the flow condi-

tions in natural circulation have a considerable bearing on the performance

of a boiling water reactor, the study of this problem has been intensified

during recent years. Ref. [8] gives an example of the same problem to

be studied for the benefit of conventional steam power plants, while ref.

[9] presents the investigation of parallel flow with forced coolant circu-

lation. In connection with the Marviken BHWR project an investigation of

natural circulation has been performed in a specially constructed loop

at AB Atomenergi. Experimentally obtained data have been used to verify

parts of mathematical models predicting the reactor behaviour. It has

been possible to study general trends of parameter influence more

widely. Loops, which are geometrically more similar to the boiling

channels of the reactor, will eventually penetrate the indicated phenom-

ena closely.

The loop features are simple and till now the studied test sections

have been stainless steel tubes of varying diameters. In the first series

of experiments single flow test sections were used, and the influence

of pressure, inlet sub-cooling, axial power distribution and flow re-

strictions have been studied for this geometry. A number of loop mod-

ifications have been carried out during these investigations, so that by

now the loop features are completely different from those of the original

layout.

Earlier test results and comparisons to mathematical models , as

well as varying geometrical data from different stages of the loop de-

velopment are reported in ref. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6],

As the investigations concerning parallel flow test sections started

recently, the experiments and data reported here will not by far cover

the entire range of possible parameter variations. However, the experi-

mental results obtained may be of some value as verification to advanced

mathematical models, as well as an indication of some performance

trends in futare reactor operation.
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2_. Apparatus

The loop was designed for a maximum operating pressure of

TOO bars and constructed of stainless steel. The most important per-

formance- and geometrical data are given, in table 1.

The general arrangement of the loop is shown in fig. 1 . The

steam-water mixture flowed through the heated test sections and the

throttling controlled riser exits into the steam separator. The con-

denser in the secondary circuit was cooled by boiling water. The main

flow proceeded through the air cooled sub-cooler, the throttle valve

and the main flow control to the inlet chamber. Upstream from the

heated test sections strain gauge type flowmeters and changeable

orifices were mounted. Fig. 2 gives a survey of the measuring

points. To minimize the entrainment of steam bubbles (carry under),

the downcomer exit of the steam separator has been supplied with the

fairing arrangement shown in fig. 5.

As shown in fig. 2, the power can be supplied to each test

section separately from two d.c. generators, and the stainless tube

material itself provides the electrical resistance. The double gener-

ator arrangement makes it possible to vary the power in each section

independently. In the experiments performed till now, however, the

total power has been supplied by one generator only.

Further a power oscillating equipment for future transfer

function runs is also shown in this figure. The equipment consists of

two water cooled electrical resistances and a programme guided con-

tactor.

2_.3̂  Gene_ral _In t̂ ru. rn ent action

The instrumentation included facilities for measuring the

following quantities:

1 . Static pressure

2. Pressure drop over throttle valve
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3. Pressure drop in downcorner tubes to detect carry-under

4. Pressure drop over test sections

5. Flow temperature

6. Mass flow rate at test section inlets

7. Main flow oscillations

8. Power inputs

9. Water level in steam separator

The general instrumentation as well as instrument accuracy has

been reported in ref. [2], However, a few improvements in connection

with the general instrumentation has been carried out. The 4 mm. dia.

stainless tubes from pressure taps at different levels are horisontal

for a length of J m and water cooled at the highest tap level. This assures

thermal equilibrium as fast as possible after relative pressure changes

which forces the diaphragm in the d.p. -cell to expand and allows hot

water to enter the small diameter tubes.

To detect burnout tendencies, two burnout detectors were in-

stalled in each test section.

2_. 4 _ Special Instrumentation

Some special instruments, which will be required for future

measurements of transfer functions, have been mounted in the loop:

1. Transient pressure instrumentation

a. Static pressure transducer in steam separator

b. Piezoelectric transducers for d.p. measurements in

test sections

2. Transient temperature instrumentation

All thermocouples in this loop are by now of the coated

fast response type. Pick-up time constants < 65 m. sec

according to manufacturer.

3. Transient flow measurements

Drag-body type strain gauge flowmeters which are both

steady-state and dynamically calibrated (according to the

appendix)are mounted in the test section inlets. Piezo-

electric transducers for the main flow oscillation control

will be mounted in the downcomer, due to frequent failures
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during operation of the present d.p. -cell, as well as to

avoid induced phase shift because of the small dia. con-

necting tubes in the present system.

Void measuring instruments are not mounted in the loop. As

shown in table II and III the steady-state value of exit void fraction at

instability was of the order of magnitude 80 ~ 97 %, and thus the meas-

urement of void transients will be rather uncertain. Besides, if any

of the known void measurement principles will be applicable in this

connection, the pick-ups will introduce considerable or dominating

restrictions in the narrow two-phase flow channels. The electro-

magnetic type of transducer, however, does not induce flow restric-

tions at all , but can not work satisfactory in the actual pressure range

due to temperature limitations.

Steady-state values of the exit void fractions obtained in these

experiments have been calculated according to ref. [10].

To gain operating flexibility of the loop, a special riser

throttling mechanism, which can be externally adjusted during the test

runs, was constructed. This device was carefully calibrated in terms

of single phase flow resistance coefficients k , versus throttling

sleeve position at different Reynold's numbers, referred to the test

section diameter 20 mm. See figs. 5, 6, and 8.

The other variable loop restrictions were achieved by means of

changeable orifices mounted in the test section inlets, downstream of

the flowmeters. A set of varying diameter orifices were calibrated

for flow resistance coefficients k referred to test section diameter.
o

Fig. 3 shows the mechanical arrangement and fig. 4 the dowrcomer
flow resistance coefficient.* k . The restrictions due to the orifices,

o

flowmeters and 20 mm. dia. tubes in the channels upstream of the

heated test sections were dominant compared to those of the other

channels. Therefore k from now on is referred to as the initial inlet

restrictions, including the flow resistance coefficients of the sub-

cooler, the fully open throttle valve and the 74 mm dia. downcomer

tube s.
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The flow resistance coefficients of the test sections are shown

in fig. 7. In this figure the contribution from the 8 inserted 1 mm. dia.

coated thermocouples, which penetrated to the channel centre line, are

shown. The additional flow resistance due to the thermocouples are of

the order of magnitude 7 % of the total test section restrictions.

The final variable loop restrictions were due to the throttling

valve at the sub-cooler outlet. See fig. 1 . The restriction of this unit

was determined by means of a multiparameter nomogram and referred

to the test section diameter. A special d.p. -cell was mounted for the

control of the operation of this valve.

in the test section channels, the main flow m was divided in two

parts riij and m3 , the ratio of which was determined by the individual

channel flow restrictions in single- and two-phase flow. To get a proper

reference the definition ma S. m2 is valid. The downcomer throttle valve

velocity heads were referred to the test section area as follows:

K Ä tot g i r
m D

where A is defined as A, • (l H )
t. s. v -r- '

Since

___ __ mg

rh = rb1 + m3 = m5 (l + —~ ) (2)

-we have

A, \ a / nx.

v * tot ~ x oM AT*„ = (Pt«t-Pj. ^
D

i - - . a , . ^ ! " (s)

which gives

m



where C is a function of temperature.

The quantity AP is the hydrostatic pressure difference between

the two pressure taps for throttling control.

The Reynold1 s number ratio R between the test section and the

downcomer becomes:

„ rn. _ rh
R = ? - a a d R a ? - i (5)

d T~ d. T~m m

respectively, which gives the range O < R < 3. 7, the value of the

"average" R is always 1.85.

3_. Experimental Procedure

The general routine of experimental runs is described in detail

in refs. [2, 3]. As the preparations for parallel flow experiments are

nearly similar, the items mentioned here are those which are specifically

intended for the latter type of tests.

During the tests thermal equilibrium was obtained by balancing

the electrical power by means of a by-pass system of valves controlling

the cooling water flow to the condenser, see fig. 1 . The pressure on the

secondary side of the condenser was approximately atmospheric and

determined by the restrictions in the evaporated cooling medium outlet

pipes. To avoid step changes of thermal conditions near the threshold

of instability hand manoeuvred potentiometers for precision adjustments

of the dynamo magnetising current were installed.

The tests were run by increasing the power cautiously, the delay

time before thermal equilibrium was established was, on average, a

quarter of an hour.

The flowmeter outputs were recorded on a multichannel oscillo-

graph with extremely low time constant. Unfortunately, the fast d*p. -

cell for detecting main, flow oscillation was possibly overloaded after some

test period and the recordings from the last runs are rather uncex'tain.

The individual channel flow oscillations, however, were recorded with

fairly good quality, and the qualitative trends of main flow oscillations
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are mentioned in chapter 7. Due to time limitations, the temperature

observations were confined to the routine control of inlet sub-cooling

and exit temperature. However, some spread observations of the tem-

perature distributions in one test section were performed. (The other

test section contained dummy thermocouples to obtain equal test section

restrictions.)

Throttlings and inlet pressure - as well as the individual test

section power indications were elaborately controlled.

Due to small leakages the water level was allowed to vary 3 cm.

If the water surface descended below the prescribed reference, hot

water was supplied by means of an air-hydropump during the experiments.

The downcomer part of the loop was checked for steam bubble

entrainment, by comparison of the pressure drop observed during the

experiments, with those of the single phase restriction calibrations

for the very same channel. The values were in good agreement, so the

conclusion was that no voidage exists in the examined region. However,

the highest level of this region is situated 3,2 m below the steam sepa-

rator downcomer exiti

As no circulation pump is mounted in the loop, heat balances

are obtained under single phase conditions in natural circulation. The

mass flow rate is low, and this causes rather uncertain results. However,

an auxiliary pump, the inlet and outlet of which will be placed on either

side of the throttle valve, will be mounted as soon as possible.

The flowmeters are carefully calibrated in other loops. Steady-

state calibrations at varying temperatures up to 200 C have been per-

formed;while the dynamic calibration was obtained at room temperature

(see appendix). The burnout data obtained with "hard" test section inlets

(without traceable oscillations) however, are in good agreement with

the burnout correlations reported in ref. [11].

The following is a survey of the limits of inaccuracy:

Mass flow rate, steady-state * 1 . 5 %

" " " , oscillations ±5 %

Temperature ± 0.5 %

Static pressure ± 0.5 %



Power ±1.8%

Flow resistance coefficients ± 4. 0 %

Level indication referred to

driving head ±0 .3%

The reproduceability of the steady-state mass flow curves was

checked by repeated runs with equal loop conditions.

4̂  Determination of the Threshold of Instability

Previous experimental results concerning the effect of pressure

with single channel test section are shown in fig. 9. As the diagram

shows, the family of characteristic curves are divided in three different

zones according to observed marked changes in the flow "quality" on

the records. The following comments regarding these zones were given

in ref. [2]:

"Zone 1 is the most stable one. The noise level is highest at

the lower pressures.

Zone 2 "Transition". Partly oscillating zone with noise-like

character.

Zone 3 Oscillating zone with defined resonance frequency.

The frequency tends to increase slightly with pressure,

and is in the range 0.53 - 0. 6 c . p. s.

As an example, at 10 atg. it is almost impossible to determine

the burnout point in terms of the mean flow rate since the flow condi-

tions are changing considerably during each oscillation. Therefore,

the point has not been referred to in the diagram.

Zones 2 and 3 are narrowing with increasing pressure. At 50 atg.,

zone 2 almost disappears, and at 70 atg., the burnout mass flow oscil-

lations assume exceedingly small magnitudes."

In later presentations of experimental results, the threshold

of instability has been referred to as the power level at which the os-

cillation with defined frequency starts.

Fig. 10 shows an interesting picture of the flow "quality" obtained

by plotting the inverse of noise scatter against power density. (The term

"noise variance (—̂  )" in the figure is possibly a little too pretentious.)

However, it is obvious that higher values of —%• correspond to steady
s
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flow. The general trend is that the flow noise becomes smaller close

to the threshold of instability which is marked by the part of the

function where the slope becomes negative.

In these experiments the threshold of instability is referred

to as the point on the power density axis (the critical power density)

where the prolongation of this curve intersects.

The critical power density values determined by this method

are a little higher than those which come out by visual estimations of

the oscillation recordings. The deviations are of the order of magni-

tude 1 % as an average. The advantage of the "-^"-determination is
s

that the points of instability are determined by a method which to a

certain degree also eliminates the possibility of human error.

The magnitudes of —g-, however, depend entirely on the elec-
s

tronic equipment used for the registration, and, of course are valid

for judgements of the relative parameter influence on the flow "qual-

ity" only in the case of the same recording equipment. The example

given in fig. 10 concerns the effect of sub-cooling in single 20 mm.

dia. test sections with uniform axial power distribution.
4. J C hole e_ o_f Flow_and _Powe_r_Units

In the steady-state diagrams, figs. 9, 11, 12, 13 and 14 mass

flow rate are presented as function of power. The units are mass

velocity (kg/m3 sec, referred to the test section flow area), and

power density respectively, (kW/l.t .s. , referred to the volume of

the heated test section).

Experience has shown that these units are quite useful for this

type of diagram. If varying the test section diameters, for instance,

the same phenomena occur at similar orders of magnitude of these

relative quantities.

5_. Range of Variables

The experiments were performed in three different categories:

a) Observations of flow conditions with equally throttled

test section inlets and constant throttled riser exits.

b) Observations of flow conditions with unequally throttled

test section inlets and constant throttled riser exits.



c) Observations of flow conditions with varying throttlings in

riser exit, and constant equal throttlings in inlets.

During these experiments the throttle valve restrictions were

varied, while the following quantities remained constant:

1. The test section power ratio

2. The water level

3. The inlet pressure

4. " " sub-cooling

5. " " geometry1'

The following is the ranges of the throttle valve - the initial in-

let - and the riser exit throttlings respectively, referred to the test

section diameter of 20 mm.:

< 66.9

<27.3

< 1 .9 velocity heads referred to 20 mm dia.

6. Parallel Flow Characteristics at Instability

According to the correction factor function for flowmeters meas-

uring oscillating flow, the corrected mass flow amplitude is expressed

by the following quantities (see appendix)J

0

1 .

0 .

6

96 •

< k
v

< ko
< k

Am = C • m • n • -f̂  = C k . n • L n - 1 AL (6)
o corr L corr v '

if the steady-state value of the output L is temperature corrected.

Thus the term

E = — = -^ . k . n mm/kg sec
o corr

simply means the m modulus of the output signal, if this has the unit

mm (tracings on an oscillograph, for example).

Typical traces of oscillation in parallel flow are shown in fig.

I6a-d.

x' Without inserted flow cone in the inlet chamber (See fig. 3).
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a. Shows the oscillating behaviour at instability when the initial

inlet restrictions were equal in the test sections. The phase

shift cp'= ± ISO , and the mass flow amplitude ratio y =

—- / — . No traceable main flow oscillations occurred.

1 g

The signals are slightly deformed at the lowest value of mass

velocity, presumably due to interference of streamline "beams"

towards the respective inlets . The higher velocity stream

will accelerate the lower one according to conservation of

mass. No "backflows" have ever been observed in this loop.

This is rather surprising, since oscillations of the order of

magnitude m ± 200 % (i.e. 100 % backflow) have been reported

in ref. [7 j . The resonance frequency in this case was 0. 71 c.p.s.

b. As a., but with unequal inlet restrictions. The restriction ratio n =

= 3.9/11.6 = 0.336 in this case. (Orifices 15/12 mm. dia. re-

spectively.) The phase shift measured is cp = - 1 44 , the mass

flow amplitude was about 2.6 dB and the resonance frequency

0.64 c .p . s . In the above mentioned cases the power density has

exceeded the critical value by 1 - 2 %.

c. Shows the transient flow behaviour with equal initial inlet re -

strictions in test sections and heavily throttled chimneys. The

flow was pulsating rather violently without defined amplitude and

frequency. The power density was rather low, Q* = 51.6 kW/l.t. s.

This irregular pulsating tendency was not any response to external

temporary stimuli.

d. Shows the mass flow rate for the same geometrical conditions

at the power density 107.0 kW/l. t . s. The flow calmed down

little by little by increasing the power level, and at burnout

condition no traceable oscillations occurred. The burnout power

density value was 1 10 kW/l.t. s. (q = 55 Watt/cm ).

7_. Experimental Results

The main results are presented in figs. 17 and 18, showing the

effect of different throttlings on the critical power density, as well as

the inter-channel interference in terms of phase shift cp and amplitude
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ratio

Am Am
01 / os „ . . . ^

Y = ~"—— / —~— i n f-l°w osci l lat ion.rnx rh3

The resonance frequency as a function of total downcomer re -

strictions is also shown. Pressure and sub-cooling, as well as inlet

geometry and water level remained constant during these experiments

with one exception only. The threshold of instability was obtained in a

few tests concerning extremely high water level in the steam separator,

with riser exit below the water level. The critical power in this case

was lower than that of normal water level and similar inlet flow con-

ditions by an amount of about 5 %.

7.J

The threshold of instability was obtained with a gradually in-

creased initial throttling in the inlets. The throttle valve was also op-

erated. The test results are shown in fig. 18 a. The critical power

density increased with increasing initial throttling, till at last burnout

conditions without any traceable oscillations were obtained. The rela-

tive phase shift between the test sections was 180 . With this exception,

the other flow conditions were quite similar. The main flow oscillations

were negligible.

The threshold of instability was obtained with varying initial

inlet restrictions in one test section, while the other inlet remained

constant during 4 series of runs. The results are plotted in fig. 17, in

terms of Q as a function of the initial inlet restriction ratio n.cr
In this figure the typical trend of relative phase shift cp and

amplitude ratio y i s shown for the case of minimum restriction in ref-

erence test section inlet, K = 0 means single channel conditions. Main

flow oscillations did occur..

The critical power density is a weak function of the inlet restr ic-

tion ratio. The trends of the family of critical power characteristics

shown in fig. 17 are rather surprising, but carefully checked for repro-

duceability.
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2-3_ ?ffect_pf_Rise_r_Exit_Tlirottt|.ings

Throttling of riser exit caused violent flow perturbations in

both test section channels as well as in the downcomer. The pulsa-

tions calmed down with increasing power. This trend has also been

observed in earlier experiments with single test sections, when

riser exit was heavily throttled- The average steam quality was

rather low when the perturbation phenomenon occurred.

7.;4EffectofDowncomer

The total downcomer throttling k. = k + k . The above
ö m o v

mentioned diagrams show that the critical power density decreases

with increasing total downcomer throttling.

1. 5Cojrelation of theExperimental Results

A correlation attempt has been made for the values of critical

power density obtained in these experiments.

The critical power density under these test loop conditions is

an exponential function of the total downcomer throttling k. at constant

sub-cooling and inlet pressure, as indicated in fig. 18 a. This function

can be written

Q* = C, • exp (Cp • k. ) (7)

Cj and C2 depend on the initial orifice throttlings. C^ was found to

be a power law function

C, = 125.6 • k°"0968 ( g )
"• o

Cg is negative, as shown in fig. 18 a. The numerical value of Cg was

found to be a pure exponential function of k for the onset of instability

data. The penetration gives

C2 = - 0.01466 • exp (- 0. 157 k ) (9)

and thus the critical power density is given by the following



Q* = exp [4. 835+1.466 . 10~2f6.6ln k -k. • exp(-O. 1 57 k )} "1 (10)

valid for the following range of the variables: 1 . 6 < k < 11 . 6 and 1 . 6 <

< k. < 70. 8 velocity heads referred to 20 mm. dia.

Experimental results obtained later have shown that the correl-

ation predicts the critical power density within the given range of the

throttling parameters with adequate accuracy. Future attempts to cor-

relate the critical power density for the whole range of possible param-

eters would be rather laborious, even if feasible. The effect of sub-

cooling, however, seems to be rather easy to correlate. The influence

of the riser exit throttling should also be a. conceivable goal for future

experiments.

8_. Comparison with Mathematical Models

The experimental results have been used to verify theoretical

analogies for parallel flow with natural circulation.

The digital model "Voiflo" was used for the calculation of the

steady-state cases according to table II, and the transient model

"Aprikos" for analogous computations was simulating the loop under

power step variations and noise disturbances. With the permission of

Dr. H Christensen, Institutt for Atomenergi, Kjeller, the restxlts of

the comparison given by the Dynamics Section are shown in the figs.

19-38.

The steady-state comparisons for the different cases are shown

in figs. 19-21. The resonance frequency discrepancy is stated in fig,

22, and the responses to the two types of known inputs are given in

figs. 23-38, which indicate that all cases tested in ref. [13} are very

close to instability on the model at the same power level as in the nat-

ural circulation loop.

9_. Comparison with Earlier Results

The levels of critical power density and steam quality do not

differ essentially from those obtained in earlier experiments with

single test sections. However, it is a little too early to give compa-

rison statements without knowing the qualitative influence of the whole

series of possible parameters.
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Results of the experiments with varying sub-cooling and throttling

in the single channel test section are shown in fig. 15. This figure also

gives information about the influence of these parameters on the onset

of instability.

K L P a r a m e t e r s to be Studied. Remarks

The following is a survey of possible parameters to be studied

in corning experiments:

a. Unequal test section power level

b. " throttlings in riser exits

c. Different geometries in inlet chamber

d. .Different axial power distributions in test sections

e . Multi -channeIs

f. The effect of sub-cooling

g. " " J) pressure

h. Power oscillations (transfer function runs)

a. and b. are the first investigations to come, as the information about

the effect of these parameters may be of some value for the estimation

of the most critical boiling water reactor service case: The change of

fuel elements during operation.

The fairing arrangement shown in fig. 3 consists of an elliptical

cone made of 2 mm. stainless steel plate. This flow channel is not

yet inserted in the inlet chamber. Test runs will indicate the influence

of flow patterns in the inlet.

Different axial power distribution in test sections may be the

task of investigations to complete earlier experiments concerning dif-

ferent power shapes in single test section, see ref. [6].

It is possible to mount 4 parallel test sections in this loop for

coming multi -channel experiments.

The effect of sub-cooling and pressure is, of course, very im-

portant parameters to study. However, as a number of experiments

already have stated the general effects of these parameters, the demand

for information may diminish.

la near future transfer function experiments will be performed

using the facilities shown in fig. 2.
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J_l_. Conclusions

If a parallel channel system with natural circulation two-phase

flow is restricted in the individual channels at the inlets, the critical

power density will increase with increasing restrictions, till at last

"hard inlet"Imrnout occurs. The total restriction in the single phase

main flow, however, has the opposite effect on the threshold of in-

stability.

It is proved by the flow traces that increasing riser exit

throttlings gave transient flow patterns at low power level and that the

perturbations were calmed down by the increasing two-phase flow re-

strictions.

Concerning the inter-channel interference it may be mentioned

that the phase shift value differs only slightly from 1 80 even if the

individual inlet restrictions differ considerably. With unequal restric-

tions, the channel with the lower restrictions determines the approx-

imate stability limit. Increasing the restriction in the other channel

only slightly affects the stability and tends to produce a weak stability

maximum at a restriction ratio of about 1 : 0. 3 to 1 : 0. 5. Infinite re -

striction in one channel gave single channel behaviour in the other

channel and approximately the same stability limit as for parallel

channels. This is a result contrary to those predicted by Jahnberg' s

theoretical model (ref. [13 )? which ga.ve lower stability for multi-

channels than for single channels. This aspect of the experimental

results is thus of particular importance for reactor designers. With

equal inlet restrictions, the phase shift is 180 and the amplitude

ratio is 1, and the main flow oscillations are almost negligible.

The different flow restrictions in this system seem to be the

main parameters to determine the resonance frequency of the flowing

liquid, and probably also are those which have the strongest influence

on the critical power density.

No "backflow" occurs at this loop geometry.
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Appendix

' 1. A Method for Correction of the Observed Oscillations in Flow

Measurements

To facilitate the measurements of oscillating flow, the flowmeters

used in these experiments are dynamically calibrated. The following is

a brief description of the calibration method.

JL* L _ J-F̂ l*3 J^y?e_ä-ris^ion_A_pp_ro_ach to _the_ Flawmeter Output

For calibration purposes the flowmeter is mounted in a loop

where a known oscillating flow superposes a steady-state flow.

Provided that the flowmeter follows the power law

m = C(t) (k L Q
n + c) (A. 1)

where L is the magnitude of the transducer signals and C(t) is the tem-

perature dependent factor.

dm = C(t) k n L Q
 n " 1 dL (A. 2)

for constant temperature .

Therefore oscillations may be hypothetic ally described by

AL AL r

Am = nr—2_ C( t ) k L n = n -~~ m - C(t) c j (A. 3.)
o . o

and

, . AL r r* t.\ -i AL

^ = n . o r} _cit^_c_ o_ ( }
m L L rn J L. v '

o o
if the instrument zero output mass flow rate c is negligible, which is

the case for most flowmeters fit for transient measurements .

The maximum oscillation amplitudes of the plunger pump can

be described by
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where UJ and f are the frequency terms, and p is the specific gravity.

To correct the flowmeter output against the known amplitude

m , we put in a correction factor, using eqs. (A. 3) and (A. 5).

1-n

corr ~ Am ~ kn p ' ' ' AT

o

or
1-n

C - lr r* ff ̂  —-2 -T Â 7^
corr pQ L W J ALo

When the calibration data AL , f and __- are known eq. {A. 7) will allow

an easy calculation of the correction factor.

1.3

It is obvious that the derivative assumption of the amplitudes in

oscillating flow eq. (A. 3) coincides with the steady-state flow function

in the case of n = 1 only. (Ex. turbine type flowmeters). The correction

factor function, however, is a criterion of the frequency dependence of

eq. (A. 3) and, within certain l imits, the above mentioned deviation for

the other values of n has no influence on the accuracy of the dynamic

calibration which involves a study of the following:

0 JT7— ^ o r varying frequencies, steady-state mass flow rate and

amplitude s.

2} The phase shift for the above mentioned c a s e s .

Provided that the correction factor for the calibrated flowmeter

is a unique function of the varying frequency only, the calibration results

are presented in Bode type correction diagrams.

2^. A Brief Description of the Calibration Equipment

Fig. A 1 shows the flow diagram of the dynamic calibration loop

working with water at room temperature and atmospheric pressure.
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The plunger pump (i), whose inlet and outlet valves were removed,

superimposed an oscillation to the steady-state flow produced by the

centrifugal pump (2). The rotameter (3) measured the steady-state value

of the flow, and the heat exchanger (4) was built in to adjust the flow tem-

perature to the reference level which is 21 C. The flowmeter to be cal-

ibrated (5) was mounted between the plunger pump and the atmospheric

buffer container (6).

The plunger pump was driven by means of a d. c. motor, the speed

of which was manually adjusted by a potentiometer. The gearing ratio,

motor to pump, was 7:1 , and since the maximum motor speed was 3000

r.p.m. , the obtainable calibration frequency range was 0 < f < 7 c.p. s.

The speed of the pump was controlled by a contactor mounted

concentrically on the crankshaft. The contactor gives 4 pulses for every
TT

stroke of the pump. The pulse recordings were useful -g - references
TV

for the oscillating flow. The -g - indicator was adjusted to show the

T.D.C. and B.D.C positions of the piston on the time scale. A photo-

electric cell acted as an extra tachometer, detecting the light pulses

reflected from radial stripes affixed, to a plane side of a mounted disc

directly on the motor shaft- A ratemeter displayed the rotational veloc-

ity of the motor.

The pump stroke was adjustable from 0 to 100 mm. On the ex-

ternal part of the crankshaft a very light connecting rod of exactly the

same length as the plunger pump rod was mounted which in connection

with an inductive velocity transducer showed an equal and synchronized

pattern of the piston velocity in the pump.

The flow pattern of the meter to be calibrated, the inductive

velocity transducer and the pulses of the adjustable — - indicator

were all recorded on a multichannel oscillograph with an extremely

small time constant. The time constants of the other electronic units

used are negligible for the frequency range which is examined here.



3. Calibration Restrictions

3_. j_ _ Jpeyiations_frO3nn 'jldeal ^ J ^ ^

Non-linearities occurred in the plunger pump due to bearing

clearance and friction. Besides, the piston velocity function is not a

pure sine function for the values of j- = X > 0. For calibration pur-

poses, however, X has not exceeded the value 0.05 and this makes

the approximation to a ptxre sine function fairly good. As a consequence

of the above mentioned deviations, the maximum amplitudes are not

exactly symmetrical with respect to the time axis. The value of 2 &L

was therefore taken as the average of the peak to peak distance on the

recordings.

Since the mass forces were balanced by the hydrostatic pressure,

wave reflections due to piston velocity irregularities did not occur. Test

results have shown that pressure wave reflections do not seriously

influence the output of the flowmeter within the actual frequency range.

3_. 3. JiRf. ^ ojisita-nts_ of &ö£o;rd:mg__ ĵ;vice

In order to get proper calibration results, the time constants of

all components had to be taken into account. In this connection the flow-

meter pickup and transducer were considered as one tinit since these

components will not be treated separately in future flow measurements.

The time constants of the electronic units tised in our calibra-

tion tests were negligible for this low pulsation frequency range.

3_.jt _____ J?hje_Jnflujence__of T_emgerature andPressure

The flowmeters are usually working at much higher temperatures

and pressures than those of the calibration» According to the calibration

example shown here, the temperature correction factor is of the same

order as for the steady-state flow calibration diagram.

3_. 5_ __ ̂ tandard_de_viation of the_CaHbr_atio_n R<

Statistical treatment of data obtained so far gives a standard

deviation of ± 5 % (± 26) for the amplitude attenuation.
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4_. Calibration Diagrams for Flow Transducer Used, in the Parallel

Flow Experiments

According to the equations in chapter 1, the function constants

are respectively:

Constants

K

k3

n
c

Crank web to connecting
rod ra t io X a ~

0.0125

0. 193
0.0110
0.0692
0.6895
0.52

0.025

0. 193
0.0220
0.1385
1.3795
0.52
«* 0

0.05

0.193
0.0441
0.2770
2.7590
0.52
» 0

Calibration flow temperature t = 21 C

Type of flowmeter: Dragbody strain-
gauge Ramapo Mark V-2-SST, serial
No 744, size 2".

Dimensions

kg/ sec mm
kg/rad
kg

to n

sec rnm

The manufactor gives the following statements concerning the general

temperature correction factor? "For flows in the turbulent region,
3

above a pipe Reynold's Number of 1 0 , output is unaffected by variations

of fluid viscosity. Only changes in fluid density from density at calibra-

tion need to be noted. With all other factors constant, electrical output

will vary directly with the fluid density." Since Re exceeds 10 for the

calibration conditions,

C(t) = and C W ' = ^
0.48 |-pt-;n

o

and thus the correction factor function according to eq. (A. 7) becomes:

T 1 -n

C = Ccorr, corrt o

0.48

P, o

p t,0.48

1 -n

TIT (A. 8)

if the quantity L is already temperature corrected according to steady-

state calibrations.



Am
-r-r— has been checked for the following ranges of the parameters:

1 <f < 4 c .p . s , 0.33 < m < 1.67 kg/sec, and 0.09 < ~j?~ < 0.9 for the

values of calibration pump crank web to connecting rod ratio shown in

the table. In this case, the frequency range was limited by the plunger

pump motor power. The correction diagrams, including the flowmeter

flow resistance coefficient k-, referred to the diameter 20 mm, are

shown in fig. A 2.
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Nomenclature

A

C

d,D

E

f

f
n

k

k

L

1

m*
n

P

Q*

r

s 3

t , T

v

X

a

y

H

\

X

rr

Flow area

Temperature dependent factor

Diameters

Modulus

Frequency

Resonance frequency in natural circulation

Flow resis tance coefficients

Calibration flow constants [ref. 12]

Flow function constant

Connecting rod length

Mean m a s s velocity

Flow power function exponent

Pressure

Power density

Crank web

Variance

Temperature

Velocity

Steam quality

Void fraction

Amplitude ratio

Restriction ratio

Pipe friction factor, single phase flow

Crank web to connecting rod ratio

Q* /Q*
c r "cr 50 bars

cp

w

Indices

Specific gravity

Phase shift

Angular frequency

0, 01, 02 Refers to corrected quantities

cr .

e. r .

o

" fi onset of instability

Exit riser -

Orifice -

SUB Sub-cooling -

T.s. Test section -

v Throttle valve -

m

m
-1mm/kg sec

c .p. s

Co p . S

Varying units
it H

m

kg/m sec

bars

kW/litre t . s .

m

Arbitrary units

°C
m/sec

kg/m

degrees
rad sec ~ 1
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TABLE I. Performance- and Geometrical Data

Performance:

Design pressure

Converter I

Converter II

Condenser maximum capacity

Sub-cooler " "

Maximum obtainable sub-cooling, normal conditions

Heated test section diameter and length

Total 0 20 tube length, including heated test

section and flowmeter

Chimney diam and length

Downcomer volumetric equal diameter and length

" restriction " " " Ref. \ =0.019

Steam separator diameter

" " height

Inlet chamber diameter

Steam separator total volume excluding chimney

" " liquid volume, normal height, excluding

wetted chimney volume

Downcomer volume

Inlet chamber volume

Total $20 tube volume, including flowmeter

Channels upstreams heated test section

Heated test section volume

100 bars

700

600

1000

175

50

kW

kW

kW

kW

°C

20x4300 mm

5240

46x820

74x11140

74x94400

258

1215

258

59.2

30.2

47.91

11.04

2x1.88

2x0.805

2x1.35

m m
m m

m m

m m

m m

m m

mm

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

• )
See figs 4, 6 and 7 for further information about the loop
restrictions.



TABLE II. Onset of Instability in Parallel Flow. Equal Restrictions in Channel Inlets.
P s 50 bars, ATgUB s 6 ± l °C.
k = throttle valve resistance coefficient, k - downcomer resistance coefficient
(rally open throttle valve), k. = total downcomer resistance coefficient, k =
= riser exit resistance coef**"""* e.r.icient.
The flow resistance coefficients are referred to d. = 0 20.

t. s. r

Bun
Ho ̂

1
^
3
k
5
6
7
8..
9

10
11
12
13*
1ft
15

Orifices
in test
section
inlets

• * • -

None
n

'« .

0 15
0 15
0 15
015
0.12
0 12
0 12 !
0 10 !
0 3.0 |
0 12 i
0 12 i

Liquid Plow r e s i s t -
ance
k at

coefficients
t h e onset

instability
Telocity

*V

6
l.h

21.0
50.8
0

12.7
20.0

0
1,6

15.9
0

50.8
0
0

IV
1*5

tjgiåji^

& in
1.6
9.0

1,6 22.5
1.6
3.9
3*9
3.9

52.*
3.9

3.6*5
32.9

3.9*70.3
11.6
11,6
.11.0
£7.3
27. S
11.6
11.6

11, C
13.2
V* K

27.3
73.X
ii.6
11.5

of

0.96"
0,96
0.96
0,96
O.96
0.96
0.96
0.S6
0.96
0,96
O.96
0.96
l.fc
1.9

Re

i b " 5

single.
t.s.
inlet

1.65
1.58
1.5J3
1 * 2 0
1,1,1»
1.35
1.2?
7..O9
1,23
1,15
1.0?}

1.18
0.93
0.8 ,.

i

m sec

870
830
790
630
760
710
670
575

610
550

• « .

a
CT

kW/

l.t.s.
129.0
13.9*0
9^.0
71.5

127.0
115.0

C7»0
158.0
156.0
152.0

%50

t

x"
in
exit

37 ;2
35.9
£9.5
28.0
^8.3
J>5,2
^3.3
3Ö.0
63,0
65.2
6 9 ^

a»

^.

• "V

^ *in
cr

exit
Approx.
s.teady
state
value

38.7
88.1
8?$.9
8^.0
92 .A
91.5
90.9
89.0
95.7
9^.2
96.9

f
n

c.p.s.

0,71
0,66
o«6o
0.^1
0^65
0.66
0,5?t
0.50
O060
O.76
0,58

~,

- i8o
-150
- x8o
- 1 8 0
-130
- i8o
- l G O
- l o O
- 1 Ö 0
- :.8o
-180

Ok

—

82.5
76.0

3*55*O
A,

*

~B0

kg/
m sec

a .

0 .

o

0

550
^85
!$35

XB0
Sii

" * '

«»

« .

-,

76.8
80.7

ts)
00

l ) No traceable oscillations occurred
s ) Heavy irregular oscillations at verjr low power density
3) Heavy oscillations damped at higher power density, minor oscillations and well defined average

mass flow rate at burnout conditions.



TABLE ni. Onset of Instability in Parallel Flow. Unequal Restrictions in Channel Inlets.
P a 50 bars, ATgUB = 6 ± 1 C.

k = throttle valve resistance coefficient, k = downcoraer resistance coefficient
(fully open throttle valve), hi = total downcomer resistance coefficient, k =
a riser exit resistance coefficient. e.r.
The flo-w resistance coefficients are referred to d, a & 20.

V. S .

sistance coaffici-
eats k at tlx© oa«-

i of instability
steady
/alue

I 22 I 0 1 0

i

-1 Si:_gio floT»* with e^ual loop geoixietry s ) No traceable oscillations occurred
1 ileavy oscillations at very low po?;er densUy-
1 Heitvy OBzul'xtions dampad at higher po-^er lcnfc.:t.y, minor oscillations and weJ! defined average
m-3,33 i*3cw rate at bur:\cut conöicions.



TABLE IV . Onset of Instability in Single Flow. The other loop geometry similar to that concerning
parallel flow excluding inlet chamber. The flow resistance coefficients are referred to
diameters jZf 30 and to jZf 20.

P = 50 bars, varying heavy sub-coolings, k = 5.0 ± 0.5 (fl 30) and 0.96 ± 0. 1 (ft 20).
e • r.

Run
Ho.

1

2

3
2*

5
6

7
8
9

Inlet flow,resist-
ance coefficient

k.
in

velocity-
heads

0 30

7.3

16,3

31.6

7.3

lfc.7
33.2

7.3
12. k
30. k

hn

velocity
heads

0 20

l.k
3.2

6,2

l.k

2.9
6.6

1.1»

2.5
6.0

•

At . °Csub

* 1°C

10

10

10

•20

20

20

Uo
ko
ko

a

BJ2 sec

850

' 7^0

6k0

9h0

810

650

1120

950

720

cr.

170.0

168.5

16U.0

158.0

15^.0

168.0

11(0.0

179.0

*cr.

in exit

%

50.9

58.4

66a
39.3

^5.3

63.6

23.1

28.2

55.5

"a in
cr

Exit
Approx.
Steady state
value

%

93.0

91». 8
96,2

89.5
91.6

95.8

80.lt

9k.1
9^.2

fn

c.p.s, .

0.69

0.77

-

0,5?

0.57
-

0.39

—

-

o
i



LOOP FEATURES

SUB

THROTTLE
VALVE

INLET
CHAMBER

FIG.1

CONVERTERS

FLOW METERS AND
OSCILLATION SENSOR
HEAT EXCHANGERS
THROTTLING DEVICES
LEVEL INDICATING
D. P. CELL
PRESSURE TAPS
POWER OSCILLATION
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
STEAM SEPARATOR
THERMO-COUPLES

FIG. 2. FLOW DIAGRAM



HEATED TEST SECTIONS

ELECTRICAL
CONNECTIONS

CHANGEABLE
ORIFICES

INLET CHAMBER

FLOW CONE

0.05

Re-10

FIG. 3. TEST SECTION INLETS

FIG.4. DOWNCOMER DRAG COEFFICIENTS k

(FULLY OPEN THROTTLE VALVE)

O -
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SLOTS FOR FLOW EXIT

THROTTLING CONTROL

CHIMNEYS

CHIMNEYS

SECTION A-A

TO
DOWNCOMER.

HEATED TEST SECTION
OUTLETS

FIG. 5. TEST SECTION OUTLETS
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FIG. 8 CHIMNEY THROTTLING MECHANISM
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